Optimal systemic hemodynamic stability for successful clinical outcomes after adult living-donor liver transplantation: prospective observational study.
Most living-donor liver transplantation (LDLT) recipients show characteristic systemic hemodynamics due to liver cirrhosis, and systemic hemodynamics after LDLT influenced postoperative graft function corresponding to outcomes. However, identities of optimal systemic hemodynamics for excellent outcomes and precise parameters for clinical strategy remain unclear. Therefore, we performed prospective study in adult LDLT recipients from 2003. Hemodynamic parameters were prospectively recorded, and were analyzed in 40 recipients classified into three groups: cirrhotic (group I-C) or non-cirrhotic recipients (group I-NC) with good outcomes, and cirrhotic recipients (group II-C) without good outcomes. Group I-C retained characteristic hyperdynamics even after LDLT. However, absolute values of parameters revealed no significant differences between groups I-C and II-C, because group II-C also tended to show hyperdynamics. It is suggested that successful outcomes in cirrhotic recipients require maintenance of optimal hyperdynamic stability after LDLT, because cirrhotic vascular alterations still occurred. Because hemodynamic behaviors were different between groups I-C and I-NC, absolute values were also significantly different even in these successful two groups. Thus, absolute values themselves were not necessarily satisfactory for accurate evaluation of optimal hemodynamic stability. Cirrhotic hyperdynamics are symbolized in large blood volume (BV) circulated by high cardiac output (CO); therefore, we standardized CO against BV. CO/BV was significantly different between groups I-C and II-C, reflecting subtle variability of hyperdynamics in groups II-C, and was interestingly constant in the two successful groups. Therefore, CO/BV reliably evaluated optimal hemodynamic stability after LDLT, and accurately predicted outcomes. Identification of inappropriate hemodynamics after LDLT is advantageous to further improve LDLT outcomes.